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Abstract
Background: Muscle is the predominant portion of any meat product, and growth performance and
product quality are the core of modern breeding. The embryonic period is highly critical for muscle
development, the number, shape and structure of muscle �bers are determined at the embryonic stage.
Herein, we performed transcriptome analysis to reveal the law of muscle development in the embryonic
stage of Chengkou Mountain Chicken at embryonic days (E) 12, 16, 19, 21.

Results: Diameter and area of muscle �bers exhibited signi�cant difference at different embryonic
times(P<0.01). A total of 16,330 mRNAs transcripts were detected, including 109 novel mRNAs
transcripts. By comparing different embryonic muscle development time points, 2,251 (E12vsE16), 4,324
(E12vsE19), and 5,224 (E12vsE21), 1,274 (E16vsE19), 2,735 (E16vsE21) and 857 (E19vsE21)
differentially expressed mRNAs were identi�ed. It is worth noting that 6,726 mRNAs were differentially
expressed. The time-series expression pro�le of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) showed that the
rising and falling expression trends were signi�cantly enriched. The downward trend was the most
important and was enriched in 3,963 DEGs. GO enrichment analysis provided three signi�cantly enriched
categories of the down-trending genes, including 91 cellular components, 53 molecular functions, and
248 biological processes. Through KEGG analysis, we explored the pathway of downtrend genes. A total
of 183 KEGG pathways were enriched, including 17 signi�cant pathways, such as extracellular matrix-
receptor interactions. Similarly, numerous pathways related to muscle development were found, including
the Wnt signaling pathway (P<0.05), MAPK signalingpathway, TGF-beta signaling pathway, and mTOR
signaling pathway. Among the differentially expressed genes, we selected those involved in developing 4-
time points; notably, up-regulated genes included MYH1F, SLC25A12, and HADHB, whereas the down-
regulated genes included STMN1, VASH2, and TUBAL3.

Conclusion: Our study explored the embryonic muscle development of the Chengkou Mountain Chicken.
A large number of DEGs related to muscle development have been identi�ed ,and validation of key genes
for embryonic development and preliminary explanation of their role in muscle development. Overall, this
study broadened our current understanding of the phenotypic mechanism for myo�ber formation and
provides valuable information for improving chicken quality.

Background
Meat products are essential for human life. Chicken is the second largest category of meat products
consumed in China after pork [1]. Due to the increasing need for a better life among the people, the fast-
growing supply for livestock and poultry products cannot meet the demand. Therefore, improving the
quality of meat products and maintaining a high growth rate has become the focus of research. Muscle
development is generally classi�ed into two stages, embryonic period and after birth [2]. In the embryonic
stage, muscle progenitor cells undergo differentiation and proliferation to form myoblasts, which then
fuse to form multinucleated myotubes. Finally, myotubes mature into myo�bers with contractile
properties [3]. Simultaneously, the deposition of many substances related to the �avor of meat products
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is initiated during the embryonic period. The postnatal muscle development depends on the myocyte
proliferation and differentiation with the muscle satellite cell function exertion [4]. Among them, the
myo�ber morphological structure and quantity are completed in the embryonic period, highlighting the
need to explore embryonic muscle development in poultry.

Myogenesis is a complex biological process involving a large number of gene regulatory networks [3, 5],
such as myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) [6], myocyte enhancer factor-2(MEF2), and Insulin-Like
Growth Factors (IGFs) [7]. In most cases, there are interactions between genes, and how they participate
in muscle development is continually being investigated. As a member of the MRFs family, MyoD is
widely involved in myogenic differentiation [8, 9]. The knockdown or knockout of MyoD stalls muscle
differentiation, impeding the muscle generation process [10]. At the same time, MyoD harbors multiple
associated genes, including Myf5, MEF2, and MRF4, which regulate muscle generation and regeneration
in the form of gene networks.

With the continuous progress of scienti�c research, the depth and breadth of sequencing have deepened,
and the cost of sequencing has decreased. For instance, Omics technology is widely used in today's
livestock breeding. Using transcriptomics, gene expression can be elucidated at the transcriptional level,
mainly using second-generation sequencing technology [11]. RNA-seq technology proved helpful in
revealing the essential genes and pathways associated with muscle development. In previous
experiments, different growth rate chicken (Jinghai Yellow Chicken) muscle was used to analyze the
expression difference of genes about muscle development, which revealed the regulation mechanism of
the growth chickens [12, 13].

The selection of economic traits is currently the primary goal of poultry breeding, and investigations on
the skeletal muscle molecular regulation have attracted immense research interest. People are gradually
looking for nutritious, green, and healthy poultry breeds, and the Chengkou Mountain Chicken is highly
considered. As a unique local chicken breed in Chongqing, China, it possesses the characteristics of
typical mountain chickens in the southwestern mountainous area of China. It is characterized by
resistance to rough feeding, strong adaptability, delicious meat products, and has high nutritional value
[14]. Because of the importance of the embryonic stage in muscle development, we chose the Chengkou
Mountain Chicken's embryonic muscle as the materiale to explore the mechanism about muscle
development. In the middle and late stages of poultry's embryonic muscle development, breast muscles
appeared to be slower than leg muscles. Therefore, we chose four stages (E12, E16, E19, E21) of leg
muscles to perform transcriptome sequencing, to determine the unique gene expression pattern of local
chicken breeds and provide a new theoretical basis in poultry breeding.

Results

Histological characteristics of muscle
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To assess the muscle development regulation in the embryo of the Chengkou Mountain Chicken, we
obtained embryonal muscle data at multiple time points. Muscle �bers have stage characteristics in the
embryonic period, and myo�ber morphology is a signi�cant difference at different stages of embryonic
development. On the 12th day of the embryo development, muscle �ber's complete shape had not been
formed, and the outline of muscle �ber was not clear (Fig. 1A). With time, the cross-section of myo�ber
revealed a complete structure. The intervals between muscle bundles were gradually clear and distinct. At
the same time, the structure of myo�ber tended to mature (Fig. 1B- D). The muscle �ber surface of the
embryo at E19 (8.01 ± 0.59) was signi�cantly larger (P < 0.01) than the embryo at E16 (6.27 ± 0.50), and
E21 (11.17 ± 0.87) was signi�cantly larger (P < 0.01) than E19 (Fig. 1E). The cross-section area of muscle
�bers presented a trend similar to diameter (Fig. 1F).

Overview Of Rna-sequencing
To obtain complete and accurate mRNA transcripts of the chicken embryo, we constructed 12 cDNA
libraries (E12-1, E12-2, E12-3, E16-1, E16-2, E16-3, E19-1, E19-2, E19-3, E21-1, E21-2, and E21-3) from
embryo leg muscle. A total of 1,337,535,812 raw reads were generated from 12 cDNA libraries. Clean
reads totaling 1,334,509,224 were obtained after �ltering out adaptor, N ratio greater than 10% reads,
base reads, and low-quality reads. The percentage of clean reads for each duplicate was greater than
99% (Supplementary Table 1). With an error rate of 0.1%, more than 94% of bases were accurately
identi�ed (Supplementary Table 2). A comparison of reference area statistics showed that approximately
50%-60% of reads match the exon region (Supplementary Table 3). Mapping the sequence of the
chicken's reference genome, which was about 5% did not match the genome sequence (Supplementary
Table 4). About 80% of transcripts had high gene coverage (Supplementary Figure S1). All samples were
distributed randomly and uniformly, and the number of genes showed trends to saturation
(Supplementary Figure S2).

Using RNA-seq, 16,330 mRNAs transcripts were detected, including 109 novel mRNAs transcripts.
Transcript expression was presented by FPKM (fragments per kilo-base of exon per million fragments
mapped) value. The FPKM distribution of mRNAs is shown in Fig. 2A, whereas the expression of different
samples is shown as a violin chart (Fig. 2B). To effectively �nd the most "main" element and structure in
the data, the complex sample composition relationship was re�ected on the two characteristic values of
the horizontal and vertical coordinates. This aided in exploring the distance relationship between
samples. The 12 samples were divided into four parts, which showed satisfactory repeatability (Fig. 2C).
Then, we established a relationship cluster diagram to re�ect the relationship between samples (Fig. 2D)
intuitively. Sequences showed a reliable clustering effect, which ensured the veracity of the subsequent
analysis.

Analysis Of Differentially Expressed Genes (degs)
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We used p-value < 0.05 and fold change > 2 as the criteria to screen for differential genes by comparing
pairwise differences at four time points during embryo muscle development. A total of 6,726 differentially
expressed mRNAs were identi�ed, including 2,251 in E12vsE16, 4,324 in E12vsE19, 5224 in E12vsE21,
1,274 in E16vsE19, 2,735 in E16vsE21, and 857 in E19vsE21 (Figure S3). And the number of DEGs at
different time points was summarized in Fig. 3A. Through cluster analysis, we further revealed the
differential expression of genes in different periods (Fig. 3B). To identify genes that play a key role in
muscle development throughout the embryonic period, we performed Venn on genes at different stages.
A total of 50 key genes were found in the intersection, generated from the Venn of DEGs (Fig. 3C).

Sample Time Series Of Degs
To comprehensively reveal muscle development status at different time points, we analyzed the
expression trend of differential genes and selected more biologically meaningful target genes with P < 
0.05 as the screening condition. Differential genes were enriched into 20 trends, of which six trends
appeared signi�cant (P < 0.05); notably, most of the genes were signi�cantly enriched (Fig. 4A). The time-
series line of differential gene expression is shown in Fig. 4B. The signi�cant enrichment trend contains
most of the differentially expressed genes. The overall gene expression trend was classi�ed as either
rising or falling. The signi�cantly enriched trends included 4 down-regulation and 2 up-regulation trends.
A total of 3,963 DEGs were signi�cantly enriched in down-regulation trends (Pro�le 0, pro�le 2, pro�le 7,
and pro�le 1), whereas 1,353 DEGs were enriched in up-regulation trends (pro�le 19 and 17). These
�ndings effectively revealed the gene expression status of muscle development in the middle and late
embryo stages.

Function Enrichment Analysis Of The Degs In Descending
Trend
Using the GO enrichment analysis, we explored the function of the target genes. The top 20 enrichment
terms in the three sections (Cellular Component, Molecular Function, Biological Process) are displayed in
Fig. 5A-C. Cellular components contained 91 signi�cance terms (P < 0.05), such as non-membrane-
bounded organelle, intracellular non-membrane-bounded organelle, microtubule cytoskeleton, cell, and
cell part. In total, 53 signi�cant terms were enriched, for example, c DNA-dependent ATPase activity, motor
activity, cytoskeletal protein binding, and helicase activity. And biological processes involved 248
signi�cance terms; the top 5 terms included cellular component organization or biogenesis, organelle
organization, cellular component organization, DNA metabolic process, and cell cycle.

The KEGG enrichment analysis of the DEGs is shown in Fig. 5D, including the top 20 KEGG pathways. A
total of 183 KEGG pathway terms were enriched, including 17 signi�cant terms, for instance, Cell cycle,
ECM-receptor interaction, Necroptosis. Numerous muscle development pathways were reported, including
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the Wnt signaling pathway (P < 0.05), MAPK signaling pathway, TGF-beta signaling pathway, and mTOR
signaling pathway.

We comprehensively analyzed 50 genes selected for development at different times to identify the key
mechanism by which they contribute to development. Multiple genes were enriched in muscle
development-related pathways, including regulation of muscle system process, regulation of muscle
contraction, and muscle system process. Furthermore, KEGG pathway analysis of 50 genes revealed that
eight genes were enriched in 10 pathways, among which H2A was found to be associated with three
biological pathways (Table 1).

Table 1
50 Key genes KEGG pathways

Pathway Pathway
ID

K_ id Differentially expressed genes

Primary
immunode�ciency

ko05340 K03648 UNG, UDG; uracil-DNA glycosylase

MicroRNAs in cancer ko05206 K04381 STMN1; stathmin

Homologous
recombination

ko03440 K10877 RAD54B; DNA repair and recombination protein
RAD54B

Estrogen signaling
pathway

ko04915 K09571 FKBP4_5; FK506-binding protein 4/5

Base excision repair ko03410 K03648 UNG, UDG; uracil-DNA glycosylase

p53 signaling pathway ko04115 K10129 GTSE1, B99; G-2 and S-phase expressed
protein 1

Alcoholism ko05034 K11251 H2A; histone H2A

Necroptosis ko04217 K11251 H2A; histone H2A

Systemic lupus
erythematosus

ko05322 K11251 H2A; histone H2A

MAPK signaling pathway ko04010 K04381 STMN1; stathmin

Validation Of Candidate Genes
To reveal the key genes associated with embryonic muscle development, we screened several genes with
higher expression levels among the 50 key differentially expressed genes, including MYH1F, SLC25A12
(up-regulation), STMN1, VASH2, and TUBAL3 (down-regulation). Similarly, HADHB was picked out from
the 109 novel genes. Upon conducting q-PCR veri�cation on the selected differential genes, we generated
consistent �ndings as with RNA-sEq. Then, the candidate genes were veri�ed via qRT-PCR (Fig. 6).
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Notably, similar results were reported as those obtained through sequencing, which con�rmed the
reliability of the sequencing data.

Discussion
Muscle development mainly occurs in two stages, the embryonic stage and the postnatal period. Among
them, muscle �bers are formed in the embryonic stage. The number of muscle �bers remains unchanged
after birth. Herein, through histological muscle analysis, we found apparent differences in the muscle of
chicken embryos. Notably, on the 12th day of embryonic development, muscle �bers were yet to be
formed (in the stage of fusion of multinucleated myotubes to form muscle �bers), which was similar to
the formation time of intact muscle �bers in many local chicken breeds but took longer than fast-large
broiler breeds [16]. A wealth of studies had shown that the embryonic period is a critical period for muscle
development, during which the expression of muscle development-related genes was most active [17, 18].
To elucidate the speci�c variation of muscle development, we used the transcriptome analysis to explore
the gene regulation network. Of note, 12 cDNA libraries at four different time points were established for
transcriptome sequencing.

Muscle development is a dynamic biological process re�ected in the differential expression of genes at
different time points. In the present analysis, a total of 6,726 differentially expressed genes were detected,
including 50 stage key differentially expressed genes and 56 novel genes. By comparing the gene
expression at different times, the gene expression on the 12th day of embryonic was signi�cantly
different from other time points; this further validated the data for muscle sections. Transcriptome
sequencing of 16-week-old Bian chickens with varying growth rates revealed 108 differential genes; 17
were up-regulated, whereas 91 were down-regulated [19]. Moreover, 364, 219, and 111 differentially
expressed genes (F8FvsF4F, F8SvsF4S, and M8SvsM4S) were detected for the three comparison groups,
respectively, which used the 4-week old and 8-week old males and female of Jinghai yellow chicken with
different growth rates [13]. In the later stage of embryonic development, the number of differentially
expressed genes decreased sharply. A similar gene expression pattern which we employed to assess
muscle development after birth [20]. These �ndings collectively provide evidence that the embryonic
stage is the critical point of muscle development and the most extensive time of gene expression.
Moreover, it gives a theoretical basis for the number of muscle �bers left within a range from late
embryonic development until after birth. Muscle development is variety-speci�c, and there are signi�cant
differences in muscle gene expression between different varieties. In a previous report, 8,398 DEGs were
found among Roman, White Broiler, and Daheng chickens via transcriptome analysis [1]. Variable splicing
of genes also regulates muscle development in different chicken breeds [21]. This is the basis for the
selection and breeding of local, high-quality varieties.

Besides, we used the time series analysis to characterize gene expression and reveal the law of muscle
development at different times. The differential gene expression mainly exhibited a downward trend,
implying that genes related to muscle development are highly expressed before myo�ber formation and
gradually decrease with the integrity of muscle �ber morphology and structure. Functional enrichment
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analysis was performed for different genes in the same trend to identify their involvement in the same
biological process. When we performed the GO and KEGG analysis to the downward trend, numerous
development-related terms were signi�cantly enriched, including cell cycle, Wnt signaling pathway, and
the extracellular matrix (ECM) receptor interaction. Of note, the cell cycle is an essential process of life
activities, involving the entire process of muscle development. The development cycle of muscle cells
changes to achieve muscle �ber thickening and growth. The extracellular matrix mainly includes a few
insoluble proteins, such as collagen. Numerous studies have shown that the extracellular matrix is
involved in cell proliferation, differentiation, and tissue structure maintenance, and it acts as a scaffold
for cells and tissues[22]. Early development of skeletal muscle cells is wrapped in an extracellular matrix,
promoting embryonic formation through the interaction between cells and the extracellular matrix [23].
Additionally, the interaction between the two potentially alleviates cell senescence caused by changes in
the extracellular matrix. The Wnt signaling pathway plays a key role in early embryo development [24],
and changes in the expression of pathway-related genes will impact body functions. KLF5 was found to
be enriched in the Wnt signaling pathway. Besides, KLF5 knockdown causes muscle atrophy in chickens
[25]. At the same time, MyoF activates the Wnt/beta-catenin signaling pathway to regulate the expression
of atrophy-related factors to rescue muscle atrophy [26].

Moreover, a comparative analysis of different times combined with the time series analysis of standard
screening revealed multiple-stage differential genes, including MYH1F, SLC25A12, STMN1, VASH2,
TUBAL3, and HADHB. MYH1F is a member of the MYH (myosin heavy chain) gene family. As one of the
key members that regulate muscle development, the MYH family can affect muscle production and repair
post-injury, mainly by regulating cell proliferation and differentiation. Elsewhere, multiple gene isoforms
were found to be highly expressed in human muscle tissue [27], and MYH15 was differentially expressed
in three chicken breeds [1]. MyHC is the most widely researched member, and numerous reports have
con�rmed that it can participate in early growth regulation and late growth regulation. As a marker gene
for myoblast differentiation to form multinucleated myotubes, the expression level of MyHC re�ects the
development status of muscle �bers [28]. In the present study, we con�rmed that the expression quantity
of MYH1F increased gradually with time, an implication that MYH1F mainly played a role in the growth of
mature muscle �bers.

Solute carriers (SLC) are transmembrane transport carriers for amino acids and other substances. Most
of them are distributed on the cell membrane, and a small portion is localized in the mitochondria.
Notably, �ve solute carrier superfamily genes (SLC6A9, SLC38A4, SLC22A5, SLC35F3, and SLC16A3) were
involved in melanin deposition in chicken muscles [29]. The SLC25 family is located on the mitochondria
and can participate in the development of the nervous system [30]. Many solute carrier family members
were detected in this study, especially the SLC25A family-related genes as a representative, among which
SLC25A4 and SLC25A12 were differentially expressed in embryonic muscle tissue. This observation has
not been described in previous studies. Simultaneously, HADHB is related to mitochondrial function and
fatty acid metabolism. HADHA and HADHB cause mitochondrial trifunctional protein de�ciency (MTPD),
leading to peroneal muscular atrophy [31, 32]. Whether SLC families involved in muscle development by
regulating mitochondrial function remains elusive.
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STMN1 is widely involved in tumorigenesis, tissue development, and maturation[33, 34]. In a previous
study, a comparative analysis of transcriptome sequencing during skeletal muscle development of pig
breeds with different muscle growth rates and degrees of hypertrophy showed that STMN1 participated in
later myogenesis and contributed to more myo�bers [35]. Moreover, STMN1 was highly expressed in
muscle tissue in the early stage of embryonic development and signi�cantly affected the proliferation of
C2C12 cells [36]. Similarly, high expression of STMN1 has been reported to involve the proliferation,
migration, and invasion of various cancer cells, among them were lung cancer and colorectal cancer[34,
37]. For instance, STMN1 was highly expressed in various tumor cells and was found associated with the
clinical manifestations and malignant behavior of tumors. Thus, STMN1 could be used as a target and a
marker for the prognosis of tumor treatment. [38–40]. The highly expressed STMN1 during the embryonic
period and after birth had completely different physiological effects, which provided more ideas for the
study of STMN1. In this study, qRT-PCR and sequence analyses veri�ed that the expression of STMN1 in
embryonic muscle tissue over time has a downward trend, indicating that it might play a huge role in
early embryonic development.

Besides, there are two additional genes related to muscle development at different stages of embryos,
including VASH2 and TUBAL3. Among them, VASH2 was belonged to the Vasohibin family, which is
involved in angiogenesis [41, 42] and veri�ed as a biomarker for the esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma [43]. As a signi�cant component of microtubules, tubulin is involved in various biological
processes through posttranslational modi�cation, including early embryo development, cytoskeletal
maintenance, and tuberculosis and tumor-related diseases [44, 45]. However, the mechanisms by which
these genes affect embryo muscle development are unknown, which necessitates future exploration.

Conclusion
The present study explored the embryonic muscle development of the Chengkou Mountain Chicken
through transcriptome analysis. Upon conducting differential expression genes analysis, 6,726 DEGs
were identi�ed, and lots of DEGs were enriched in down-regulation trends by time series analysis.
Through transcription level analysis of embryonic muscle development, the gene regulation mechanism
in myogenesis has extensively been elucidated. Validation of key genes for embryonic development and
preliminary explanation of their role in muscle development. These results provide a theoretical basis for
poultry breeding in the future.

Methods
Chicken embryo incubation and tissue collection

Chengkou Mountain Chicken Breeding Eggs were purchased from Chongqing Xuanpeng Agricultural
Development Co. Ltd Chongqing, China. Eggs were incubated at 37.8 oC and 55% humidity. A total of 24
embryonic chickens from 4 different stages (the 12, 16, 19, and 21 embryonic ages)were used in this
study. The embryos were euthanized by cervical dislocation and the leg muscle was colleted from similar
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sampling sites. 12 samples were stored in the RNA protection solution(QIAGEN) at -80 oC for further use
(RNA sequencing). At the same time, another 12 samples were used for histological observation, �xed in
4% paraformaldehyde and stored at 4oC.Three individuals in each group were used as biological
replicates.

Chicken embryo muscle histomorphology

The histological characteristics of chicken embryo muscles were evaluated by routinely embedding the
samples in para�n, sectioning, hematoxylin and eosin staining. A microscope(Olympus IX53, Japan)
was used to visualize histological muscle micromorphology, and images were collected by
microphotographic system(Olympus DP71, Japan), each picture randomly selected 30 myo�bers.

Constructing cDNA library and sequence data analysis

Total RNA was extracted by Trizol reagent (TaKaRa, Dalian, China) from chicken embryo leg muscle at
four stages, following the manufacturer’s protocol. The quality and purity of total RNA were analyzed via
Nucleic Acid tester and gel electrophoresis. rRNA was removed from the total RNA(Epicentre, USA) . To
sequence, the Illumina HiSeqTM 4000 was used, samples were shipped to GENE DENOVO Biotechnology
co. LTD (Guangzhou, China). To ensure quality, the original data was �ltered. The reads were �ltered as
follows: (1) Reads containing an adapter was removed; (2) reads with N ratio greater than 10% were then
removed; (3) we removed all reads with A bases; (4) low quality reads (the number of bases with mass
value Q≤ 20 accounts for more than 50% of the whole read) were eliminated. The following analysis was
based on high-quality sequencing. Clean reads were compared to the ribosome database of the species
using the short reads alignment tool Bowtie2. Reads with ribosomes were divided and compared to
ensure no mismatches. Reserved unmapped reads were used for subsequent transcriptome analysis.
Using the HISAT2 software, we conducted a comparative analysis based on the chick genome. Sample
expression was determined by FPKM (Reads per Kilobase of exon model per Million mapped reads), and
the sample repeatability was tested via principal component analysis.

Analysis of differentially expressed genes and hierarchical clustering

Gene expression was replaced by fragments per kilobase of transcript per million fragments mapped
(FPKM). Differential expression analysis between the four stages was performed using the DESeq2
package. Genes with p-value ≤0.05 and fold change≥2 were considered as DEGs between two stages.
Simultaneously, a hierarchical cluster analysis of differentially expressed genes was conducted using the
ggplot2 package (http://www.r-project.org/).

Sample time series analysis

The STEM (Short Time-series expression Miner) software was used to analyze the differentially
expressed genes at four time points, cluster, and visually show the different gene expression patterns in
the embryonic stage. The minimum variation of multiple gene screening was 2, with a maximum trend
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number of 20. Using log2 (FPKM), we standardized the data, and P<0.05 was the screening range of a
reliable trend.

Function enrichment analysis of DEGs

Gene Ontology (GO, http://www.geneontology.org/) analysis of the differentially expressed and target
genes was performed using the DAVID25 software. KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes)
and Reactome (https://reactome.org/) pathway analysis for differentially expressed and target genes
were conducted via KOBAS v2.0 using a hypergeometric test. GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis) was
used to compensate for the lack of available information on minor genes in traditional enrichment
analysis. P-value <0.05 were considered to be signi�cantly enriched.

Validation by real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)

Here, we selected six DEGs to verify the sequencing results via RT-qPCR. Primers were designed by Primer
Premier, as shown in Supplementary Table 5. First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 1 μg total RNA
using the reverse transcriptase Revert Aid (Takara) following manufacturer’s recommendations. PCR
ampli�cation was executed in reaction volumes of 10 μL that included 1 μL of cDNA, 0.6 μL of forward
and reverse primers (10 μM) for each gene, 5 μL of TB green PreMix (Takara, Japan), and 3.4 μL of RNA-
free double-distilled H2O. The cycling conditions were as follows: 95 °C for 30 s, 40 cycles of 95 °C for 5 s,
and annealing temperature 60 °C for 30s; a melt curve analysis was performed at 65°~95°.

Statistical analysis

Data were expressed as means±standard deviation of the mean and subjected to unpaired Student’s t-
test, whereas Duncan’s Multiple Range Test was used for two-group comparisons, via SPSS 20.0 (SPSS
Inc., USA). Graphics were drawn by GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Values
were considered to be statistically signi�cant at P<0.05, and P-value ≤0.01 was considered extreme
signi�cant [15].

Abbreviations
E12,16,19,21:12, 16, 19, 21 embryonic days; RNA-seq: RNA sequencing; DEGs: Differentially expressed
genes; KEGG: Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes;GO: Gene ontology; DAVID: Database for
Annotation, Visualization andIntegrated Discovery; MyoD: Myogenic Differentiation Antigen;
MAPK:mitogen-activated protein kinase; TGF-β:Transcription growth factor beta; mTOR: Mammalian
target of rapamycin; qRT-PCR: Quantitative real-time PCR; STMN1:stathmin isoform
X1;SLC25A12:calcium-binding mitochondrial carrier protein Aralar1 isoform X1;MYH1F:myosin, heavy
chain 1F;TUBAL3:tubulin alpha-3 chain; HADHB:trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial isoform
X1;VASH2:vasohibin-2
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Figure 1

Embryo muscle histological observation. Histological characteristics in E12 (A) (Intact muscle �bers were
not formed), E16 (B), E19(C), E21 (D). (E) Muscle diameter and (F) muscle CSA (cross sectional area) of
three stages myo�ber. Results were expressed as mean±standard deviation(n=30); ***P<0.01.
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Figure 2

mRNA expression analysis. (A) The density distribution of mRNAs was according to log10 (FPKM); (B)
The 12 Samples expression (E12-1, E12-2, E12-3, E16-1, E16-2, E16-3, E19-1, E19-2, E19-3, E21-1, E21-2,
E21-3) violin plot, which was replaced by log10 (FPKM). (C) The PCA distribution of 12 samples; (D) The
sample relationship cluster analysis.
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Figure 3

Phase difference comparison. (A) Differential gene statistics at different time points; (B) Differential gene
cluster analysis; (C) The Venn plot of DEGs.
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Figure 4

Sample time series analysis of DEGs. (A) Distribution trend of differential gene expression, color means
signi�cant difference (P<0.05), gray means not signi�cant (P>0.05); (B) The time series line of differential
gene expression.
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Figure 5

Functional analysis of down-regulation trend. A. The top 20 signi�cance terms of Cellular Component; B.
The top 20 signi�cance terms of Molecular Function; C. The top 20 signi�cance terms of Biological
Process; D the top 20 signi�cance terms of KEGG enrichment.
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Figure 6

The expression of candidate genes. A. STMN1; B. SLC25A12; C. VASH2; D. MYH1F; E. HADHB; F. TUBAL3.
Blue means Q-PCR and red means RNA-seq. The relative expression was derived from the actin, RNA-seq
relative expression was represent by FPKM.
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